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Aims and outcomes of our IDEC-FELAproject (chaired by Greg Brooks and
Renate Valtin)




Learning to read and write is a milestone in children’s cognitive
development. Success and failure in the early phases influence
the later learning and the attitudes to learning. Therefore it
seems important to look at the learning conditions and methods
in initial literacy teaching.
There is a lack of comparative studies about the initial phases of
reading and writing instruction in the first weeks and months of
school when children are taught the alphabetic code, especially
in languages with differing orthographies.
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Aims and outcomes of our IDEC-FELAproject (chaired by Greg Brooks and
Renate Valtin)






Investigating the similarities and differences in teaching children the
first steps into reading, spelling and writing.
Do children start with letters, words, or texts? How (and if at all)
grapheme-phoneme-correspondences are taught? Is the first
vocabulary controlled for orthographic regularities (in countries with
deep orthography)? Are there differences between countries with
deep and shallow orthographies? How are the first pages of reading
primers organized? How is the relation of reading and writing?
Many more questions may arise when considering the theoretical and
didactical models underlying these instructional methods.
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Former presentations














Estonian (Mare Müürsepp),
Finnish (Suvi Sankinen)
Swedish in Finland (Monika Sandberg) and Sweden (Ulla-Britt
Persson & Marie K. Fredriksson)
Norwegian (Bente Hagtvet and Jørgen Frost)
Danish (Jesper Bremholm)
English in England (Henrietta Dombay) and Ireland (Eithne
Kennedy and Gerry Shiel)
Czech (Marie Ernestova)
Slovakian (Olga Zapotoþna and Zuzana Petrová)
German (Renate Valtin)
French in Belgium (Patricia Schillings)
Hebrew and Arabic in Israel (Dennis Kurzon)
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Todays presentations






Tiziana Mascia, University of Bozen, Italy
Ilva Skulte, Riga Stradins University,Latvia
Irina Tomaševič, VšĮ Šiuolaikinių didaktikų
centras, Lithuania
Greg Brooks, University of Sheffield, UK
Discussant
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Some topics for the
continuation of our project:











The learning object: literacy. Linguistic description of the orthography
The learner: Empirical research about children`s difficulties with the
orthography or more general the written language
Theoretical models of literacy learning and teaching
Learning goals: Educational goals in early reading/literacy instruction
The teacher: Pedagogical/didactical approaches (An excellent overview
about methods in the first phase of reading instruction is offered by
Greg Brooks and Maxine Burton in the ELINET analytic glossary of the
initial teaching and learning of literacy)
Didactical materials and basal readers
Digital media: chances and risks
Recommandations

Some topics for the
continuation of our project




The role of early writing (script, hand writing, screen
writing)
Role of digital media (ELINET project: Enhancing

Digital Literacy Skills: Good Practices for Early and
Primary Years Education)

https://elinet.pro (European Literacy Policy Network)
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Suggestion for a theoretical foundation
Theoretical frame: cognitive developmental perspective
John Downing: Cognitive clarity theory. Learners have to

reconstruct the grammatical insights of the inventors of the
orthography.

Learning to read, write and spell is an active process in which
children build theories about the function and features of script
by forming, testing and modifying hypotheses about the written
language and develop strategies to deal and communicate with
print.

Consequence for didactic approaches: We need to take into
account the nature of the orthography and the
characteristics of children`s learning.
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Developmental sequence




Children’s “theories” are not haphazard but follow a
developmental sequence which is the result of an
interaction between the child`s emerging process
abilities, the structure of orthography and the
teaching method.
In Germany we found similar sequential patterns in
reading and orthography as in the English speaking
countries (GENTRY 1978, HENDERSON 1980,
BEERS/BEERS 1981, TODD 1982, BROOKS)
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Table 2: Developmental model of reading and spelling
Level

Skills and insights

Reading

Spelling

1

Imitation of behaviour

Pretend reading

Scribbling

2

Knowledge of single letters

"Naive-holistic" reading

Logographic strategy:

in a figurative sense,

children guess at words,

drawing arbitrary

but no insight into the

orienting themselves at

sequences of letters or

relationship between letters

the context and

letterlike forms,

and sounds,

figurative cues

("pseudo-words")

Beginning insight into the

Beginning alphabetic

rudimentary or skeleton

function of letters

strategy (phonetic cue

writings)

Knowledge of some

reading)

3

letters/sounds
4

5

Insight into the alphabetic

Sounding-out strategy

Phonetic-articulatory

principle, ability to segment (reading letter by letter),

strategy (I spell as I

words into speech sounds

sometimes without

speak)

and phonemes

understanding

Knowledge and use of

Alphabetic reading with

Phonemic strategy with

orthographic patterns

use of chunks)

first use of orthographic
patterns
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Automatized processes

Automatized word

Correct spelling

recognition

„
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Methods for initial reading
instruction
“Classical” (outdated) methods
 Synthetic approaches
 Analytic approaches (whole word or whole
sentence methods)
“Modern” methods
 Analytic –synthetic approaches/ balanced
approach
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Synthetic
method
„Meine liebe
Fibel“:
Starting with sounds/
letters
„o“ (regret)
„i“ (dirty)
„u“ (cold)
„m“ (delicious)

12

barking
(at print)
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Critique of synthetic
approaches






Restrained concept of reading: blending of
sounds and reading artificial words lead to
barking at print.
Blending sounds is not a mechanical process
(b + a is not ba), a spoken word is not the
sum of single sounds
In spoken words sounds are “coarticulated"
(observe the lip position with the words: Glut
and Glanz)
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Analytic method (whole word or sentence)
Example: Biglmaier-Fibel
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Analytic method (whole word or
sentence) Example: Biglmaier-Fibel
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Whole word methods
Approach:

1. starting with naïve-whole word reading (guessing): children
are confronted with sentences or words, they have to memorize
about 30-70 words and guess words on the basis of the context.
Children learn the alphabetic script like a logographic script
without being taught systematically the letter-soundcorrespondence.

2. Words were analyzed: By comparison of words children
should detect graphic similarities, differentiate single letters and
detect their sound-counterpart.

3. Independent reading of new words by using the context.
Critique:

This methods leads to guessing, children might use irrelevant
features of letters.

In the beginning children experience success, but then a loss of
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motivation when reading unknown words.

Analytic-synthetic method
“Fara und Fu”

Analytic-synthetic method
“Fara und Fu”

Analytic-synthetic method
“Fara und Fu”

Analytic-synthetic method
Approach:
 Starting with an easy regular word (Fu, Fara,
Oma, Opa)
 Analysis of the word: visual, auditive,
articulatory
 Synthesis of letters: reading, adding the letters
to a word with letter cards, writing the word
 Reading new words with the same letters
 Systematic introduction of letters
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Children are encouraged to
creative writing
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Maryanne Wolfe: Reader,
come home (2019)




Teachers need to be prepared with the new knowledge, particularly
about the reading brain. If so, the “reading-wars” never had been
happening in Wolfe’s view. She pleads for a balanced approach
between phonics and elements of the whole language approach. “Why
each of these approaches ever came to exclude the emphases of the
other is one of the great unfortunate errors of the twentieth century”
(p.139).
She emphasizes the importance of children’s learning to read through
the explicit teaching of the basic principles of decoding: This may well
be combined with the engagement in stories, authentic literature,
word meanings and the imagination of the child – all elements of the
whole language approach (p.139).
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Conclusion:
Principles and aims of initial teaching











to help the child to understand the code
to integrate reading and writing - (by using one print type, using the
same words for reading and writing. )
to foster motivation to use written language
foster creative writing or inventive spellings
to offer free time for pleasurable use of reading for relaxation and
escape (“reading corner” or book corner)
to help the child to become an independent learner - (using additional
material from which the children may choose their tasks, working
together with a friend, self control.)
continuing diagnosis and offering tasks in the zone of the next
development
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Thank you very much for your attention!

If you are interested in cooperating in our project please contact me:
renate.valtin@gmail.com
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